Abstract. A proposal of an extended version of the HINoV method for the identification of the noisy variables (Carmone et al [1999] ) for nonmetric, mixed, and symbolic interval data is presented in this paper. Proposed modifications are evaluated on simulated data from a variety of models. The models contain the known structure of clusters. In addition, the models contain a different number of noisy (irrelevant) variables added to obscure the underlying structure to be recovered.
Introduction
Choosing variables is the one of the most important steps in a cluster analysis.
Variables used in applied clustering should be selected and weighted carefully.
In a cluster analysis we should include only those variables that are believed to help to discriminate the data (see Milligan [1996] , p. 348). Two classes of approaches, while choosing the variables for cluster analysis, can facilitate a cluster recovery in the data (see e.g. Gnanadesikan et al [1995] ; Milligan [1996] , pp. 347-352):
-variable selection (selecting a subset of relevant variables), -variable weighting (introducing relative importance of the variables according to their weights). Carmone et al [1999] discussed the literature on the variable selection and weighting (the characteristics of six methods and their limitations) and proposed the HINoV method for the identification of the noisy variables, in the area of the variable selection, to remedy problems with these methods. They demonstrated its robustness with metric data and k-means algorithm. The authors suggest further studies of the HINoV method with different types of data and other clustering algorithms on p. 508.
In this paper we propose extended version of the HINoV method for nonmetric, mixed, and symbolic interval data. The proposed modifications are evaluated for eight clustering algorithms on simulated data from a variety of models.
Characteristics of the HINoV method and its modifications
Algorithm of Heuristic Identification of Noisy Variables (HINoV) method for metric data (see Carmone et al [1999] ) is following:
1. A data matrix [x ij ] containing n objects and m normalized variables measured on a metric scale (i = 1, . . . , n; j = 1, . . . , m) is a starting point.
2. Cluster, via kmeans method, the observed data separately for each jth variable for a given number of clusters u. It is possible to use clustering methods based on a distance matrix (pam or any hierarchical agglomerative method: single, complete, average, mcquitty, median, centroid, Ward).
3. Calculate adjusted Rand indices R jl (j, l = 1, . . . , m) for partitions formed from all distinct pairs of the m variables (j = l). Due to a fact that adjusted Rand index is symmetrical we need to calculate m(m − 1)/2 values. 4. Construct m × m adjusted Rand matrix (parim). Sum rows or columns
. . , R m• in a decreasing order (stopri) and plot the scree diagram. The size of the topri values indicate a contribution of that variable to the cluster structure. A scree diagram identifies sharp changes in the topri values. Relatively low-valued topri variables (the noisy variables) are identified and eliminated from the further analysis (say h variables).
6. Run a cluster analysis (based on the same classification method) with the selected m − h variables.
The modification of the HINoV method for nonmetric data (where number of objects is much more than a number of categories) differs in steps 1, 2, and 6 (see Walesiak [2005] ):
1. A data matrix [x ij ] containing n objects and m ordinal and/or nominal variables is a starting point.
2. For each j-th variable we receive natural clusters, where the number of clusters equals the number of categories for that variable (for instance five for Likert scale or seven for semantic differential scale).
6. Run a cluster analysis with one of clustering methods based on a distance appropriate to nonmetric data (GDM2 for ordinal data -see Jajuga et al [2003] ; Sokal and Michener distance for nominal data) with the selected m − h variables.
The modification of the HINoV method for symbolic interval data differs in steps 1 and 2: 1. A symbolic data array containing n objects and m symbolic interval variables is a starting point.
2. Cluster the observed data with one of clustering methods (pam, single, complete, average, mcquitty, median, centroid, Ward) based on a distance appropriate to the symbolic interval data (e.g. Hausdorff distance -see Billard and Diday [2006] , p. 246) separately for each j-th variable for a given number of clusters u.
Functions HINoV.Mod and HINoV.Symbolic of clusterSim computer program working in R allow adequately using mixed (metric, nonmetric), and the symbolic interval data. The proposed modifications of the HINoV method are evaluated on simulated data from a variety of models.
Simulation models
We generate data sets in eleven different scenarios. The models contain the known structure of clusters. In the models 2-11 the noisy variables are simulated independently from the uniform distribution.
Model 1. No cluster structure. 200 observations are simulated from the uniform distribution over the unit hypercube in 10 dimensions (see Tibshirani et al [2001] , p. 418).
Model 2. Two elongated clusters in 5 dimensions (3 noisy variables). Each cluster contains 50 observations. The observations in each of the two clusters are independent bivariate normal random variables with means (0, 0), (1, 5), and covariance matrix (σ jj = 1, σ jl = −0.9). Model 3. Three elongated clusters in 7 dimensions (5 noisy variables). Each cluster is randomly chosen to have 60, 30, 30 observations, and the observations are independently drawn from bivariate normal distribution with means (0, 0), (1.5, 7), (3, 14) and covariance matrix (σ jj = 1, σ jl = −0.9). Model 4. Three elongated clusters in 10 dimensions (7 noisy variables). Each cluster is randomly chosen to have 70, 35, 35 observations, and the observations are independently drawn from multivariate normal distribution with means (1.5, 6, -3), (3, 12, -6), (4.5, 18, -9) , and identity covariance matrix , where σ jj = 1 (1 ≤ j ≤ 3), σ 12 = σ 13 = −0.9, and σ 23 = 0.9.
Model 5. Five clusters in 3 dimensions that are not well separated (1 noisy variable). Each cluster contains 25 observations. The observations are independently drawn from bivariate normal distribution with means (5, 5), (-3, 3) , (3, -3), (0, 0), (-5, -5) , and identity covariance matrix (σ jj = 1, σ jl = 0.9).
Model 6. Five clusters in 5 dimensions that are not well separated (2 noisy variables). Each cluster contains 30 observations. The observations are independently drawn from multivariate normal distribution with means (5, 5, 5), (-3, 3, -3) , (3, -3, 3), (0, 0, 0), (-5, -5, -5) , and covariance matrix , where σ jj = 1 (1 ≤ j ≤ 3), and σ jl = 0.9 (1 ≤ j = l ≤ 3).
Model 7. Five clusters in 10 dimensions (8 noisy variables). Each cluster is randomly chosen to have 50, 20, 20, 20, 20 observations, and the observations are independently drawn from bivariate normal distribution with means (0, 0), (0, 10), (5, 5), (10, 0), (10, 10), and identity covariance matrix (σ jj = 1, σ jl = 0).
Model 8. Five clusters in 9 dimensions (6 noisy variables). Each cluster contains 30 observations. The observations are independently drawn from multivariate normal distribution with means (0, 0, 0), (10, 10, 10), (-10, -10, -10), (10, -10, 10), (-10, 10, 10) , and identity covariance matrix , where σ jj = 3 (1 ≤ j ≤ 3), and σ jl = 2 (1 ≤ j = l ≤ 3).
Model 9. Four clusters in 6 dimensions (4 noisy variables). Each cluster is randomly chosen to have 50, 50, 25, 25 observations, and the observations are independently drawn from bivariate normal distribution with means (-4, 5), (5, 14), (14, 5), (5, -4), and identity covariance matrix (σ jj = 1, σ jl = 0). Model 10. Four clusters in 12 dimensions (9 noisy variables). Each cluster contains 30 observations. The observations are independently drawn from multivariate normal distribution with means (-4, 5, -4), (5, 14, 5), (14, 5, 14) , (5, -4, 5), and identity covariance matrix , where σ jj = 1 (1 ≤ j ≤ 3), and
Model 11. Four clusters in 10 dimensions (9 noisy variables). Each cluster contains 35 observations. The observations on the first variable are independently drawn from univariate normal distribution with means -2, 4, 10, 16 respectively, and identity variance σ 2 j = 0.5 (1 ≤ j ≤ 4). Ordinal data. The clusters in models 1-11 contain continuous data and a discretization process is performed on each variable to obtain ordinal data. The number of categories k determines the width of each class intervals: max
Independently for each variable each class interval receive category 1, . . . , k and the actual value of variable x ij is replaced by these categories. In simulation study k = 5 (for k = 7 we have received similar results).
Symbolic interval data. To obtain symbolic interval data the data were generated for each model twice into sets A and B and minimal (maximal) value of {a ij , b ij } is treated as the beginning (the end) of an interval.
Fifty realizations were generated from each setting.
Discussion on the simulation results
In testing the robustness of the HINoV modified algorithm using simulated ordinal or symbolic interval data, the major criterion was the identification of the noisy variables. The HINoV-selected variables contain variables with the highest topri values. In models 2-11 the number of nonnoisy variables is known. Due to this fact, in simulation study, the number of the HINoVselected variables equals the number of nonnoisy variables in each model.
When the noisy variables were identified, the next step was to run the one of clustering methods based on distance matrix (pam, single, complete, average, mcquitty, median, centroid, Ward) with the nonnoisy subset of variables (HINoV-selected variables) and with all variables. Then each clustering result was compared with the known cluster structure from models 2-11 using Hubert and Arabie's [1985] corrected Rand index (see Table 1 and 2). Some conclusions can be drawn from the simulations results: 1. The cluster recovery that used only the HINoV-selected variables for ordinal data (Table 1) and symbolic interval data (Table 2) was better than the one that used all variables for all models 2-10 and each clustering method.
2. Among 450 simulated data sets (nine models with 50 runs) the HINoV method was better (see ccr in Table 1 and 2): Table 1 .
-from 89.56% (mcquitty) to 98.89% (median) of runs for ordinal data, -from 91.78% (ward) to 99,78% (centroid) of runs for symbolic interval data.
3. Figure 1 shows the relationship between the values of adjusted Rand indices averaged over fifty replications and models 2-10 with the HINoV-selected variables (b) and values showing an improvement (r) of average adjusted Rand indices (cluster recovery with the HINoV selected variables against all variables) separately for eight clustering methods and types of data (ordinal, symbolic interval). Based on adjusted Rand indices averaged over fifty replications and models 2-10 the improvements in cluster recovery (HINoV selected variables against all variables) are varying:
-for ordinal data from 0.3990 (mcquitty) to 0.7473 (centroid), -for symbolic interval data from 0.3473 (ward) to 0.9474 (centroid). 
Conclusions
The HINoV algorithm has limitations for analyzing nonmetric and symbolic interval data almost the same as the ones mentioned in Carmone et al [1999] article for metric data. First, the HINoV is of a little use with a nonmetric data set or a symbolic data array in which all variables are noisy (no cluster structure -see model 1). In this situation topri values are similar and close to zero (see Table 3 ). Second, the HINoV method depends on the relationship between pairs of variables. If we have only one variable with a cluster structure and the others are noisy, the HINoV will not be able to isolate this nonnoisy variable (see Table 4 ). Third, if all variables have the same cluster structure (no noisy variables) the topri values will be large and similar for all variables. The suggested selection process using a scree diagram will be ineffective.
Fourth, an important problem is to decide on a proper number of clusters in stage two of the HINoV algorithm with symbolic interval data. To resolve this problem we should initiate the HINoV algorithm with a different number of clusters.
